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Abstract
This paper explores how automotive firms responded to the introduction energy labels for cars. Using data on product
characteristics of automobiles offered on the Dutch market over the period 2001-2010, we analyse how product
portfolios of car manufacturers changed since the introduction of energy labels for cars. Portfolio changes by the top 15
car manufacturers in the Netherlands are analysed. Though the analysis shows that manufacturers move in a similar
direction towards a portfolio with cleaner vehicles, the different manufacturers have chosen very different portfolio
management strategies. In particular the manufacturers that followed a portfolio strategy of relatively large propulsion
efficiency improvements without large weight changes increased their sales numbers compared to other car
manufacturers. Manufacturers lagging behind with CO2 emission reduction performed weak in terms of sales.
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This paper explores how automotive firms responded to the introduction energy
labels for cars. Using data on product characteristics of automobiles offered on
the Dutch market over the period 2001-2010, we analyse how product portfolios of car manufacturers changed since the introduction of energy labels for
cars. Portfolio changes by the top 15 car manufacturers in the Netherlands
are analysed. Though the analysis shows that manufacturers move in a similar
direction towards a portfolio with cleaner vehicles, the different manufacturers
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manufacturers that followed a portfolio strategy of relatively large propulsion
efficiency improvements without large weight changes increased their sales numbers compared to other car manufacturers. Manufacturers lagging behind with
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1. Introduction
Both in the EU and in the US energy-labelling or eco-labelling schemes are
an increasingly popular instrument to stimulate the demand for more environmentally friendly goods (EPA, 2011; EU Directive, 1992/75/EC, 1999/94/EC).
The main idea of energy-labelling schemes is that these labels will increase consumer demand for eco-friendly goods and, as a consequence, stimulate firms to
produce and supply more of those goods. Firms can achieve a cleaner product

portfolio by reducing the environmental impact of existing products, through
adding products with low environmental impact to their portfolio, and/or by
putting an end to the supply of their most polluting products. It has, however,
been difficult to assess whether energy-labelling schemes realize their intended
outcomes and in several studies no clear environmental effect of energy-labelling
was found (OECD, 1997; Teisl et al., 2002). Most studies focus on the demand
side rather than on the supply side effects of labels, as ultimately the behaviour
of consumers determines the effectiveness of labelling schemes. An exception
is Jamalpuria (2012), who demonstrates that from a social welfare perspective
it is desirable that governments provide tax incentives to firms to encourage the
use of energy labels. Thus by attaching financial incentives to the labels, policymakers have an additional influence on firm and consumer behaviour. Changes
on the supply-side are however an important intermediate step in realising the
intended benefits of eco-labelling schemes, and the extent to which firms adapt
their product portfolios should be taken into account when assessing the effects
of energy labels. Firms decide on product portfolio decisions not only in relation to consumers, but also with respect to the (expected) strategies of other
firms, and for the individual firm the best strategic response to the incentives
provided by energy labels is not necessarily a more environmentally friendly
product portfolio. This strategic behaviour in response to energy-labelling is
the topic of this paper.
Energy labels provide consumers with information about the environmental
performance of a product (Gallastegui, 2002). Energy labels thereby introduce
an additional product characteristic that consumers can take into account in
their purchase decision (Truffer et al., 2001). Consumers differ in their preferences for environmentally friendly products, but environmental characteristics have generally gained importance in recent years (Banerjee and Solomon,
2003). For firms, energy labels thus provide an additional source of consumer
heterogeneity. Firms can exploit this heterogeneity through strategic product
positioning (Anderson et al., 1992). For firms, the introduction of energy labels
thus creates opportunities for repositioning. The results of a firm’s positioning
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strategy therefor strongly depend on whether competitors choose similar or different strategies. The aim of this paper is to investigate firms’ responses to the
introduction of energy-labelling schemes. Our application domain is the automotive sector. The car market is one of the largest for durable goods and is a
large contributor to the emissions of greenhouse gasses (IPCC, 2011). In 2001
the EU implemented a labelling scheme for cars (EU Directive, 1999/94/EC),
and more recently the US adopted this policy instrument (EPA, 2011). The
main research question of the paper is therefore:

How have the portfolios of car manufacturers changed with the introduction of
energy labels?

To study how the introduction of a new characteristic affects changes in product portfolios we make use of evolutionary theories of economic change (Nelson
and Winter, 1982). Evolutionary theories describe that firms need to adapt to
changes in the selection environment in order to survive (Metcalfe, 1994; Nelson
and Winter, 1982; Silverberg et al., 1988). The introduction of a new characteristic such as energy labels is a typical situation of a change in the selection
environment. In particular theoretical extensions of Lancaster’s characteristics
approach (Lancaster, 2002) by Saviotti and Pyka (1995, 2008a,b) and Saviotti
and Metcalfe (1984) on products clouds and characteristics contribute to insights into portfolio change. Portfolio dynamics can be observed empirically
when the cloud of products change position and shape, showing differentiation
or specialization strategies of firms and changes in the intensity of competition.
The empirical base for the analysis is a unique database consisting of all
41,000 car models (versions) that were offered on the Dutch car market between 2001 and 2010. The database contains information on performance characteristics of the car models, including energy labels and CO2 emissions but
also characteristics describing fuel type, weight and type of car (for example,
hatchback or sedan). Using this database we determine the product portfolio
strategies regarding three strongly related characteristics: the CO2 emissions,
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the weight and the list price of the cars. Changes in car manufacturers’ portfolios regarding these characteristics provide us with insight into firm strategies
and competition in the automotive sector. The results of the analysis show that
manufacturers move in a similar direction towards cleaner vehicles, however the
different manufacturers have chosen very different portfolio management strategies. Manufacturers with relatively large reductions in CO2 emissions tend to
perform better than manufacturers with relatively small reductions.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a
background on evolutionary theories of economic change and product portfolios,
Section 3 describes the Dutch car market and the introduction of energy labels.
Section 4 provides the data and methods. Section 5 presents the empirical
analysis and Section 6 concludes.

2. Theory
In evolutionary theories of economic change, the firm is usually the unit of
selection. A firm with a high fitness, i.e. a high degree of adaptation to its selection environment, will increase its sales numbers, profits or other performance
measures compared to other firms with lower fitness (Metcalfe, 1994; Nelson and
Winter, 1982; Silverberg et al., 1988). Cantner et al. (2012) argue that in reality
it is not the firm but its multiple products that are subject to direct market
selection. The fitness of the firm is determined by the aggregated fitness of its
individual products. However, for multi-product firms this aggregation might
be complex as they are influenced by different, possibly interrelated, selection
processes in parallel (Cantner et al., 2012). This paper is therefore focused on
the product portfolio of a firm.
This paper describes the products in a firm’s portfolio by using the characteristics approach, in which consumers select one of the products based on their
preferences for a number of characteristics that the product possesses (Hotelling,
1929; Lancaster, 2002; Saviotti and Metcalfe, 1984). According to Anderson
et al. (2006) the characteristics approach provides an adequate representation
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of product competition. Consumers thus have preferences for the characteristics of the product and not for the product as such. As long as a homogenous
product population is analysed a rather similar set of characteristics can be
expected. The products of various firms and the different products within a
single firm’s portfolio differ in their values or performance levels of the same
characteristics (Saviotti and Pyka, 1995).
Saviotti and Metcalfe (1984) extended the characteristics approach by representing a technological model by its performance on two sets of characteristics:
the internal structure of the product’s technology and the services provided by
the product technology to consumers, which are labelled the technological characteristics and the service characteristics, respectively. The services performed
for its consumers follow from the technological characteristics of the product
technology. So, innovation in technological characteristics determines changes
in the environmental impact of the product, i.e. the service characteristic. Because consumers select on service characteristics and not so much on changes in
technological characteristics, in this paper we focus mainly on changes in service
characteristics. Graphically, each product can be represented by one point in
an n-dimensional space of characteristics. Since firms produce multiple products with different performance on the service characteristics, the technological
population is represented by a cloud of points. Figure 1 illustrates different
situations of the product portfolio of two competing firms in an industry. A
firm’s competitive position is determined by the part of the total product cloud
produced by all firms in the industry that is covered by a firm’s product portfolio. The more overlap between the firms’ portfolio, the more intensive their
competition is. A more elaborate discussion of the different portfolio changes
illustrated in Figure 1 will be presented towards the end of this section.
Evolutionary technological change means that product portfolios and competition are dynamic. Product portfolios can change position and shape, or
completely new product populations can emerge (Saviotti and Mani, 1995). In
this paper product portfolio dynamics are analysed as a response to the introduction of a new service characteristic. Such technological change can be
5

induced by changes in the selection environment of the firm or through product
positioning strategies enabled by innovation. In practice it may be difficult to
distinguish these two motives as they may occur simultaneously.
The notion of selection environment comprises factors that affect the competition process such as consumer demand, governmental policy and availability
of resources (Lambooy, 2002; Nelson and Winter, 1982). If changes occur in the
selection environment, due to changing consumer preferences, government intervention or depletion of resources, the firm has to adapt its strategies in order
to survive. For example, the EU introduced energy labels for cars to stimulate the supply of and demand for more environmentally friendly cars, which
is desirable from a societal point of view. The introduction of a new product
characteristic such as energy labels changes the selection environment since it is
expected that consumers take energy efficiency of a car into account more when
these labels are provided. In addition, labels enable the use of financial policy
instruments to influence the purchase behaviour of consumers. However, consumers will evaluate this additional service characteristic differently. Firms can
exploit this additional source of consumer heterogeneity through differentiation
within their own product portfolio and by setting their own portfolio apart from
the portfolio of competitors.
The introduction of a new characteristic might be supply driven as well,
when firms innovate and change their portfolio strategy in order to escape competition (Swann, 2009). When firms position themselves in unoccupied regions
of the characteristics space they might temporarily escape the competition and
benefit from monopoly power (Saviotti and Pyka, 1995). Such a first-mover
advantage holds until other firms take that position as well. The motivation to
innovate, i.e. to escape from the competition, is higher when the competition
is more intense (Saviotti and Pyka, 2008a). Whether or not a firm is actively
involved in a neck-and-neck race to have the best product with regard to the
new characteristic, the strategy and search process to reposition its portfolio of
products might vary significantly from other firms. Search activities have an
incremental nature when changes occur within the existing product population
6
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Figure 1: Firm A and firm B are competing and change their portfolio of multiple products
towards A’ and B’. Four typical changes in product clouds may occur: a change in industry
product cloud (top left); increase in range and decrease in density (top right); an increase in
density and competition intensity (bottom left); a generalization strategy by firm A and a
specialization strategy by firm B (bottom right).

and a more radical nature when a new product population emerges (Saviotti
and Pyka, 2008a). Search activities are constrained by a firm’s current position
and routines (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Teece et al., 1997).
In reality, the co-evolution of the selection environment on the one hand
and changing portfolio strategies on the other hand, will cause the dynamics in
product portfolios. These dynamics can be observed when the clouds of products
change position and shape or when completely new clouds emerge (Saviotti and
Mani, 1995). Figure 1 illustrates four typical changes in product clouds with two
competing firms, A and B. The position of the industry product cloud, A + B,
will change position when the product portfolios of both firms move in a similar
direction. Figure 1 (top left) shows the shift from firm A to A’ and firm B to B’.
Figure 1 (top right) illustrates that if firm A and B move in opposite directions
7

the range increases and the density of the cloud decreases. Figure 1 (bottom left)
shows that the more similar the product portfolio of firm A and firm B become,
the higher the density of the industry product cloud, and the more intense is
the competition amongst the firms (Saviotti and Pyka, 2008a). A higher degree
of differentiation therefore decreases the intensity of the competition. Figure 1
(bottom right) illustrates that when a firm (firm A) exploits the additional
consumer heterogeneity through differentiation, this decreases the density of its
product portfolio, at least when the number of products remains the same. In
this case firm A becomes a generalist while firm B in this figure tends towards
specialization.
With the introduction of a new service characteristic it is not necessarily the
case that firms exploit consumer heterogeneity by differentiation, as illustrated
by the seminal paper by Hotelling (1929). Hotelling shows that two competing
firms tend to agglomerate on a particular product dimension in an effort to catch
as many consumers as possible that are served by the other firm. Anderson et al.
(1992) refine these results and argue that firms agglomerate on pre-existing dimensions while they become more dispersed on a new and additional dimension
when consumers attach more importance to this new dimension. The introduction of a new dimension thus creates different opportunities for repositioning (Anderson et al., 1992). The results of a firm’s positioning strategy thereby
strongly depend on whether competitors choose similar or different strategies.
In this paper we also study empirically how the introduction of a new service
characteristic changes the product cloud in general and how firms have different
strategies to reposition their portfolio of products in particular. In order to
answer this question we study changes in the portfolio position of car manufacturers since the introduction of graded energy labels. We thereby focus on
the search and strategy process of car manufacturers that have an incremental
nature, leaving out entirely new types of vehicles such as hydrogen or battery
electric vehicles. The technological population exists of cars that have a fossil
fuel powered internal-combustion engine as their principal propulsion. Hence,
changes in the position and shape of the cloud of products will be studied, while
8

the emergence of new clouds is not taken into account.

3. The ‘Dutch’ car market
The ‘Dutch’ passenger car market provides an interesting case to study how
the introduction of a new service characteristic changes the product cloud and
the portfolio position of firms. With the introduction of energy labels in 2001
a new service characteristic emerged which consumers and firms may take into
account. The ‘Dutch’ car market is put in between quotes as no significant
automobile production takes place in the Netherlands (48,025 passenger cars in
2010 (OICA, 2012)). In addition, none of the major passenger car manufacturers have the Netherlands as their home country. Despite the fact that most
cars are imported, with more than seven million passenger cars on its roads
(2010) (Eurostat, 2012), the Netherlands is the sixth largest automotive market
in Europe. The car density, i.e. the number of passenger cars per one thousand inhabitants was 467 in 2010 (Eurostat, 2012), which means that almost
half of the population own a car. About half a million cars were sold in in the
Netherlands in 2010 (BOVAG-RAI, 2006b).
In this paper we will analyse the portfolio changes from 2001 to 2010 by the
fifteen car manufacturers with the highest market shares on the Dutch market
in 2010. Figure 2 below shows the sales figures of the fifteen manufacturers on
the Dutch market for the years 2001 and 2010. The fifteen selected companies
represent 82.5% (77.7%) of the total Dutch car market in 2010 (2001).
3.1. The Dutch energy-labelling scheme
In order to create a more sustainable and environmentally friendly car market the EU agreed upon a graded energy-labelling scheme for cars (EU Directive, 1999/94/EC). The energy label is a new service characteristic. It enables
consumers to weigh their preferences for the environmental impact of a product against the price and other important service characteristics of the product (Sammer and Wüstenhagen, 2006).

9

The graded labelling scheme was implemented in the Netherlands in 2001.
The mandatory energy labels show the relative performance of a car regarding
CO2 emissions in its own class (determined by length and width of the car). On
a scale of A to G an A-label indicates that a car belongs to the cleanest vehicles
in its class, while a G-label indicates the most polluting cars in terms of carbon
emissions. The labels are dynamic in the sense that the standards may become
stricter from year to year when cleaner vehicles become available. For example,
a car that is labelled A one year, can be labelled B in following year (AMvB
BWBR0011761, 2012).
The Netherlands had a slow reduction of CO2 emissions of new passenger
cars for years, compared to other EU countries. However, thanks to progressive
tax policies regarding greening of the Dutch car market, the CO2 emissions of
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new passengers in the Netherlands were below the European average again in

Figure 2: Sales of passenger cars in the Netherlands in 2001 and 2010. Source: (BOVAG-RAI,
2006a,b)
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2009 (Geilenkirchen et al., 2012). Figure 3 shows the share of each label in the
total sales of the Netherlands. Both the demand for (Fig. 3 left) and supply of
(Fig. 3 right) A and B labelled cars tripled from 2001 to 2010. The increase in
the presence of A and B labelled cars took off by 2006 and increased rapidly
by 2008. This increase is explained by tax policies and the fact that standards
were not adjusted between 2007 and 2009, even though technological progress
took place (CBS, PBL and Wageningen UR, 2012).
With the introduction of tax policies in 2006 the Dutch government attempted to add momentum to the energy labels. A feebate system1 based on
these labels was introduced in 2006.2 The amounts shown in Table 1 are in addition to other private vehicle taxes consumers had to pay. Consumers buying
cars with a relatively green label receive a rebate, while those buying cars with
a dirty label pay a fee. In 2008 the Dutch government started with a CO2 tax as
well. In 2010 this tax, based on the absolute CO2 emission of cars, completely
replaced the feebate system as well as other private vehicle taxes. After 2010,
also the monthly taxes that consumers pay for the private use of company cars
1A

feebate system is intended as a self-financing system of fees and rebates that are used

to provide carrot-and-stick incentives to change the behaviour of consumers. For more information on the effectiveness of feebate systems see Brand et al. (2013)
2 A different scheme was put in place for hybrid cars.
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Figure 3: Distribution of passenger car sales (left) and supply (right) over energy labels.
Source: (CBS, PBL and Wageningen UR, 2012) based on data from RDW.
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Table 1: The Dutch feebate system for petrol-based passenger cars: 1-7-2006 to 31-1-2008
(Top), 1-2-2008 to 31-12-2009 (Bottom)
Label A

Label B

Label C

Label D

Label E

Label F

>20%

10%-20%

0%-10%

0%-10%

10%-20%

20%-30%

Label G
>30%

lower

lower

lower

higher

higher

higher

higher

consumption consumption consumption consumption consumption consumption consumption
- e1,000

- e500

0

+ e135

+ e270

+ e0,405

+ e0,540

- e1,400

- e700

0

+ e400

+ e800

+ e1,200

+ e1,600

(leasing) have been directly related to absolute CO2 emissions. Kieboom and
Geurs (2009) found that the rebates for A and B labelled cars were effective,
but the limited number of cars with an A or a B label hampered the success.
However, the low fees compared to the purchase price of the vehicle were not at
all effective.
The second explanation for the rapid increase of A and B labelled cars is
the labelling procedure applied by the Dutch government. In 2008 and 2009 the
government kept the standards for adjudging the labels fixed to the 2007 level.
As cars became cleaner in these years a significant share of them received an A
or B label. The standards for the labels were revised again in 2010 (CBS, PBL
and Wageningen UR, 2012).
Since car prices are directly linked to energy labels and CO2 emissions these
service characteristics of environmental impact guide consumers in their purchase decision. In this paper CO2 emission as the key determinant of energy
labels will be used as the new service characteristic. The reason for using absolute CO2 emissions instead of labels is threefold. First, more and more financial
policy incentives are based on absolute CO2 emissions. Secondly, energy labels
are established based on parameters provided by the government. As we explained above the Dutch government does not consistently measure and update
these parameters, and therefore using the labels might give a disturbed picture
of technological progress and positioning of manufacturers. Thirdly, absolute
CO2 emissions are used because they are measured for all vehicles sizes in a
similar manner.
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4. Data and methods
4.1. Data description and sample selection
We use a unique supply-side panel database of cars offered on the Dutch market to study how the portfolio of car manufacturers has changed with the introduction of energy labels. The ‘carbase’ database available at www.autoweek.nl
encompasses more than 3,400 different car models and 60,000 different car versions offered on the Dutch market from 1980 onwards.3 The dataset presents
the performance on more than 150 characteristics of each of these car versions.
Among others the characteristics provide insights into the engine technology,
car size, list price and standard accessories. The characteristic we are most
interested in in this paper, the CO2 emissions of cars, has been structurally
recorded in the dataset since the introduction of energy labels for cars in 2001.
Besides CO2 emissions we also take into account the price and the weight of
the car versions. Price and CO2 emissions are linked due to policy instruments,
as noted in the final paragraph of the previous section. The CO2 emissions
and the purchase price are therefore important factors that guide the purchase
decisions of consumers. The weight of cars is taken into account to distinguish
between the different search strategies that manufacturers may have adopted
to change their portfolio position. For example, reducing CO2 emissions of a
portfolio, while keeping weight fixed, reflect propulsion efficiency improvements.
And reducing CO2 emissions of the portfolio by reducing the weight of the portfolio reflects either of two strategies. Manufacturers may innovate regarding the
technological design of a vehicle or they may put an end to their heavy vehicles
and embrace lighter vehicles.
Moreover, the three characteristics, CO2 emissions, price and weight of car
versions are highly correlated4 . Together they provide a picture of how manufacturers have adapted their portfolio of car versions. Table 2 provides the
3 The

data in the database is submitted by the car manufacturers to Autoweek
between key variables in 2010: Weight CO2 emissions (.860); weight price

4 Correlation

(.859); CO2 emissions price (.832).
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descriptive statistics of the three characteristics. It shows that the average CO2
emissions decreased from 2001 to 2010, while the average weight and price increased.
Table 2: Descriptive statistics of characteristics incorporated in the analysis (1,716 car versions
in 2001 and 3,077 car versions in 2010).

2001

2010

Characteristics

Mean

(SD)

Median

Min

Max

CO2 emissions in g/km

00,208

00,0(40)

00,202

0,118

000,396

Weight in kg

01,297

00,(228)

01,280

0,730

002,235

Price in 2001 Euros

29,092

(16,393)

24,797

7,576

173,072

CO2 emissions in g/km

00,177

00,0(41)

00,169

0,089

000,375

Weight in kg

01,399

00,(269)

01,402

0,775

002,485

Price in 2001 Euros

33,306

(22,599)

27,136

5,856

179,797

Car models and versions Consumers can choose between many different
versions of a single car model. These versions may differ on the product characteristics that are the focus of the analysis such as CO2 emissions, price and
weight and different versions of the same car model may even be assigned different energy labels. The version is therefore the appropriate level of analysis. For
example, the Ford Focus is available in the Netherlands as a four-door sedan, a
five-door hatchback and a five-door station wagon. Each of these model variants
has a range of versions, from a low-priced simple car to a more expensive luxury
car, with a petrol or diesel engine. Cantner et al. (2012) aggregate over different
versions using the model variant as data point. Since we focus on CO2 emissions, which can vary substantially among versions of a single model variant,
this would be problematic in our case.

Sample selection A comparison between the portfolio changes of the 15
selected manufacturers is possible only for rather homogeneous portfolios of
car versions. Therefore we choose to take into account only those versions
that qualify as a family car, which we define as four or five-door cars with a
petrol engine as their principal drivetrain.5 So, versions with diesel engines that
5 This

is in line with the criteria for the family car of the year contest of the ANWB, the
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are mainly used in the professional market, sports cars, pick-ups and jeeps for
example, are excluded from the analysis. Of the 29,162 car versions offered by
the fifteen selected companies 23,153 versions have more than three doors and
of those 12,961 have a petrol engine as their principal drivetrain.
4.2. Steps for analysing portfolio strategies
The portfolio strategies of manufacturers are analysed in three steps that
are introduced here. A more detailed and formal description of each step will
be integrated in the empirical analysis. First, changes in the product portfolio of manufacturers are analysed regarding CO2 emissions and the purchase
price, because these are important factors that guide the purchase decisions of
consumers. We measure changes in the position, the range and the density of
car manufacturers portfolios. Secondly, an analysis is performed towards the
search strategies that manufacturer performed in order to realize the reduction
in CO2 emissions. Hereby the relative portfolio changes regarding weight and
CO2 emissions compared to industry changes are used to determine the search
strategy of manufacturers. A cluster analysis is performed to group manufacturers with similar portfolio strategies. Thirdly, an evaluation of the portfolio
change and search strategies is performed. Strategies are evaluated based on
the relative increases in car manufacturers’ sales.

5. Empirical Analysis
5.1. Measuring portfolio change
A plot of the family car versions offered by a manufacturer on two product
characteristics is sufficient to create a static picture of the product cloud as
in Saviotti (1985). Changes in such a product cloud become visible when the car
versions offered in two different years are presented in one graph. For example,
Figure 4 (left) plots the CO2 emission (grams per kilometre) and the price of all
Dutch Automobile Association.
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Figure 4: Left: overview of the BMW’s portfolio of “family” car versions up to 90,000 euro in
2001 and 2010. Right: boxplots provide an overview of range of BMW’s portfolio of “family”
car versions in terms of CO2 emissions and price in 2001 and 2010.

BMW versions in our sample for 2001 and 2010. To analyse how the portfolio
changed shape and position we measure where the core of the portfolio moved,
how the range of the portfolio changed and whether the density of the portfolio
increased or decreased from 2001 to 2010. Three indicators are used to determine
portfolio change: the median6 representing the core of the portfolio at time t,
boxplots to provide insight into the range in which products are offered, and
the average distance of the versions in the portfolio to measure the density.
The large black dots in Figure 4 indicate the median values, i.e. the core of
the portfolio. Changes in the core (median) of the portfolio provide a quantified
measure of shifts in the product cloud of a manufacturer. With a non-parametric
Mann-Whitney test is analysed whether the portfolio of versions in 2001 is similar to the portfolio of versions in 2010, regarding a characteristic. A significant
Mann-Whitney test means that the portfolio of versions of the car manufacturer
changed from 2001 to 2010. The figure illustrates that the core position (median
version) of BMW in 2010 is cleaner but slightly more expensive than in 2001.
The boxplot for CO2 emissions on the right of Figure 4 shows that BMW
offered versions in a range from 140 to 361 g CO2 /km in 2010. BMW expanded
6 The

median is preferred over the average as it is less sensitive for outliers.
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its range of versions in terms of CO2 emissions; on the one hand it shifted
its focus towards cleaner vehicles, but on the other hand also increased the
emissions of its most polluting models. In terms of prices, changes are small:
BMW only slightly increased its price range.
The average distance of BMW’s versions increased from .16 in 2001 to .19
in 20107 . Despite an increase in the number of car versions, from 164 in 2001 to
393 in 2010, the portfolio of BMW is less dense and therefore more diversified.
5.2. Portfolio change
Table 3 provides an overview of the portfolio positions of the manufacturers
in 2001 and 2010. For each manufacturer a comparison between the 2001 and
2010 portfolio is conducted with a Mann-Whitney test. Besides the median values, the table indicates the Mann-Whitney’s U statistic, the effect size r and its
significance. The table shows that the CO2 emissions of each manufacturer decreased significantly from 2001 to 2010. Effect sizes range from −.15 (Volvo) to
−.63 (Fiat). The cloud of car versions of ‘All’ car manufacturers together moved
from 202 g/km in 2001 to 169 g/km in 2010. With respect to price changes are
small (Wells et al., 2013), only the portfolio position of Fiat, Skoda, Toyota,
Volkswagen and Volvo changed significantly. Of these five manufacturers Fiat
(r = −.30) and Toyota (r = −.15) reduced their prices, while Skoda (r = .14),
Volkswagen (r = .15) and Volvo (r = .39) became more expensive. The cloud
of ‘All’ car versions moved from 24, 797 Euro in 2001 to a price of 27, 136 Euros
in 2010. Figure 5 shows the portfolio position of the manufacturers with respect
to price and CO2 emissions. The arrows illustrate the direction and size of the
change from 2001 to 2010. The figure shows that all manufacturers lowered the
CO2 emissions of their portfolio. The portfolios of Fiat and Suzuki are the most
affordable and least polluting. However, Toyota is a close third with respect to
CO2 emissions. The high-end of the market is covered by Volvo, BMW, and
7 The

average distance is based on the Euclidean distance. Both CO2 emissions and price

are normalized with all versions in the selected sample of the 15 manufacturers.
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Table 3: Comparison of the portfolio of car versions in 2001 and 2010. Median values represent
the portfolio position in 2001 and 2010. Mann-Whitney test with U is Mann-Whitney’s U
statistic, r is the effect size estimate and the stars indicate significance: *** p < .01, **
p < .025, * p < 0.05.
CO2 emissions in g/km

Price in 2001 Euros

Nr. of car

(×1, 000)
2010

Audi

230

175

11,106 -.51∗∗∗

BMW

233

192

12,426 -.49∗∗∗

48

51

Citroën

191

167

01,177 -.45∗∗∗

23

24

Fiat

201

146

00,318 -.63∗∗∗

18

15

00,931 -.30∗∗∗

0,037 0,080

Ford

190

179

06,980 -.37∗∗∗

22

25

15,389

.21

0,127 0,195

Hyundai

190

152

01,390 -.32∗∗∗

17

18

02,941

.12

0,038 0,133

Kia

220

165

00,359 -.55∗∗∗

18

18

01,522 -.04

0,030 0,108

Opel

200

167

15,988 -.43∗∗∗

23

23

30,341 -.05

0,296 0,217

Peugeot

188

155

03,649 -.57∗∗∗

19

21

11,249

.03

0,132 0,165

Renault

177

174

11,739 -.20∗∗∗

20

22

15,806

.03

0,164 0,186

Skoda

185

155

03,599 -.42∗∗∗

17

18

11,296

.14∗

Suzuki

173

143

00,685 -.48∗∗∗

15

13

01,254 -.14

0,040 0,075

Toyota

196

155

01,541 -.60∗∗∗

25

23

04,492 -.15∗

0,080 0,136

∗∗∗

26

28

46,136

.15∗∗∗

27

39

19,883

.39∗∗∗

25

27

U

r

Volkswagen

204

159

21,495 -.39

Volvo

215

198

09,971 -.15∗∗∗

All

202

169

2001

2010

42

42

versions

2001

U
29,596

r

2001

2010

.02

0,171 0,340

34,379

.05

0,164 0,393

03,056

.04

0,044 0,132

0,067 0,281

0,245 0,322
0,081 0,314
1,716 3,077

Audi, of which Audi and BMW made substantial improvements in reducing the
CO2 emissions. Volvo became much more expensive.
The last two columns of Table 3 show the number of cars versions in the portfolio. Except for Opel, all manufacturers increased the variety of car versions
on offer. This number almost doubled in ten years’ time. This does not necessarily mean that all manufacturers increased the range in which versions are
offered. The boxplots in the Figures 6 and 7 below show the product range per
manufacturer on the price characteristic (Figure 6) and on the CO2 emissions
characteristic (Figure 7).8
In Figure 6 the price range of the car manufacturers up to 100,000 Euro is
presented in ascending order with respect to the median price in 2010. The
8 The

circles represent outliers between 1.5 and 3 interquartile ranges from the edge of the

box. Stars represent outliers farther than 3 interquartile ranges from the edge of the box.
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Figure 5: Portfolio change of car manufacturers in median price and CO2 emissions between
2001 and 2010.

figure shows that the price range in which manufacturers offer versions is larger
for manufacturers that focus on the high end of the market. Most firms increased
their range from 2001 to 2010, except for Toyota, which discontinued most of
its more expensive car versions. Quite some manufacturers started to sell more
exclusive versions (or premiums cars) such as Volkswagen and Volvo, and to a
lesser extent Hyundai and Skoda.
In Figure 7 the CO2 emission range of the car manufacturers is presented in
ascending order with respect to the median CO2 emission in 2010. The figure
shows that most manufacturers added versions with lower CO2 emissions to their
portfolio. In the case of Citroën en Peugeot this has even resulted in outliers
at the bottom of the boxplot, because these versions are much cleaner than the
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100,000

year
2001
2010

Price in 2001 Euros

80,000

60,000

40,000

20,000

BMW

Audi

Volvo

Volkswagen

Ford

Citroën

Toyota

Opel

Renault

Peugeot

Skoda

Kia

Hyundai

Fiat

Suzuki

0

Figure 6: Boxplots of manufacturers’ portfolio of car versions in terms of price in 2001 and
2010.

rest of their portfolio.9 From a theoretical perspective these firms may be said
to attempt to temporarily escape the competition by positioning themselves
in unoccupied regions of the characteristics space. Besides adding cleaner car
versions, most manufacturers discontinued their most polluting versions. As
described above, some manufacturers started to sell more exclusive versions. In
particular for Volkswagen it is visible that these more exclusive versions come
with high CO2 emissions.
Since most manufacturers increased the number of versions as well as the
range in which they offer cars, it is not obvious how the density of the product
9 It

is not a coincidence that these car versions have similar CO2 emissions, because they are

practically the same cars sold by “different” manufacturers under the same holding company
(PSA): Citroën’s C1 and Peugeot’s 107. This car is also sold by Toyota as the Aygo.
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year
2001
2010

370

CO2 emissions

320

270

220

170

120

Volvo

BMW

Ford

Audi

Renault

Citroën

Opel

Kia

Volkswagen

Skoda

Peugeot

Toyota

Hyundai

Fiat

Suzuki

70

Figure 7: Boxplots of manufacturers’ portfolio of car versions in terms of CO2 emissions in
2001 and 2010.

portfolios changed. The change in density of the individual manufacturers is
presented in Figure 8. In addition, the figure presents the change in density for
the population of ‘All’ car versions in the sample. The x-axis presents the number of versions offered by the manufacturers (mean number of versions for ‘All’)
and the y-axis presents the normalized average distance10 . Both the average
distance and the average number of versions of ‘All’ car versions increased from
2001 to 2010. It should be noted here that the manufacturers with a larger portfolio have a higher weight in the calculation of the average, as they offer more
versions. The figure illustrates that larger firms tend to increase the average
10 The

average distance is based on the Euclidean distance. Both CO2 emissions and price

are normalized with all car versions in the selected sample of the 15 manufacturers.
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distance between the versions they offer. This is in line with Figure 6, which
shows that the manufacturers active in the high end of the market increased
their range. These firms are also the manufacturers with the larger portfolios.
The manufacturers that increased the density of their portfolio, i.e. lower average distance, are those firms with a smaller portfolio of car versions. Toyota
and Volkswagen are the extremes with respect to changing their density. Toyota increased the density of its portfolio substantially, which corresponds to the
fact that Toyota pulled their most polluting versions from the Dutch Market
(Figure 6 and 7). Volkswagen decreased the density of its portfolio by offering
more exclusive versions as well in 2010 (see Figure 6). So, Volkswagen adopted
a twin-track strategy by offering cars to consumers that prefer cars with low
energy consumption as well as consumers that do not prefer these. However,
Toyota adopted a strategy where reduction of energy consumption is its guiding
principle.

To summarize, since the introduction of energy labels each car manufacturer
reduced the CO2 emissions of its portfolio. However, the extent to which they
reduced their CO2 emissions differs substantially: it ranges between 3 g/km
(Renault) and 55 g/km (Audi and Kia). Portfolio changes in terms of price
are limited and go in both directions. The manufacturers with large reductions
in CO2 emissions added versions with lower CO2 emissions to their portfolio,
while discontinuing their most polluting versions. The manufacturers with lower
reductions in CO2 emissions also added versions with lower CO2 emissions, but
these firms tend to keep the more polluting versions in their portfolio as well.
Many manufacturers increased the range in which they offer versions by adding
more expensive versions to their portfolio. A more expensive version tends to
have higher CO2 emissions and therefore increases the range of their portfolio.
However, the range of the product portfolio can increase in one direction while
the core of the portfolio shifts into another direction. An increase in range tends
to increase the average distance between versions as long as the number of car
versions is constant, which is not the case. The number of versions increased
22
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Figure 8: Manufacturers’ portfolio change in average distance and number of car versions
and between 2001 and 2010. The average distance is based on the Euclidean distance. Both
CO2 emissions and price are normalized with all car versions in the selected sample of the 15
manufacturers.

substantially. The manufacturers with large portfolios mostly decreased the
density of their portfolio, while those with smaller portfolio mostly increased the
density of the portfolio. So, manufacturers with a large portfolio became more
generalized, while manufacturers with small portfolios became more specialized.
5.3. Search strategies of car manufacturers
The introduction of energy labels as a new service characteristic in combination with tax policies requires that car manufacturers reposition their portfolio
and reduce their CO2 emissions. The previous section showed that most manufacturers substantially shifted their portfolio towards lower CO2 emissions, but
only minor attention was paid to how manufacturers reduced the CO2 emissions
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of their portfolio. This section therefore discusses the search strategies of car
manufacturers towards lower CO2 emissions.
There are basically two search strategies for car manufacturers to reduce the
CO2 emissions of their product portfolio. When firms use the first, incremental
search strategy, firms innovate to reduce vehicle emissions while maintaining
their performance levels on the other product characteristics. This innovation
strategy is labelled an efficiency improvement: the per kilogram CO2 emissions
of the car decrease. A second search strategy for firms is a portfolio shift, where
firms introduce lighter car models in their portfolio to meet the demand for
vehicles with lower emissions. This weight positioning strategy can be effective
as about one-third of a passenger car’s fuel consumption is directly dependent
on its weight (Commission, 2009). The data shows that weight reduction of
existing car models appears not to be a manufacturer strategy.11
Table 4 provides an overview of the portfolio positions of the manufacturers
with respect to weight in kg and propulsion efficiency in CO2 / kg. Similar
to Table 3 a comparison between the 2001 and 2010 portfolio is conducted for
each manufacturer with a Mann-Whitney test. The table shows that reducing
the weight of the portfolio was clearly not the key strategy to reduce CO2
emissions. The portfolio position of 12 out of the 15 manufacturers increased
significantly in terms of weight. Fiat and Kia are the only manufacturers that
reduced the weight of their median car version, however, no significant reduction
in the weight of the portfolio is observed. All car manufactures did significantly
11 We

followed the evolution of popular car models (in the Netherlands) of each car manufac-

turer that was available from 2001 to 2010. We explicitly focused on the weight development
of the car version with the lowest CO2 emissions. The weight of these car models remained
stable or increased over time (Zachariadis, 2008). Exceptions are the Skoda Fabia and Volvo
V70, which that became 24 and 30 grammes lighter, respectively. Other car models we followed are: Audi A4 4-doors sedan, BMW 3 4-doors sedan, Citroën C5 5-doors hatchback, Fiat
Punto 5-doors hatchback, Ford Fiesta 5-doors hatchback, Opel Corsa 5-doors hatchback, Peugeot 206 5-doors hatchback, Renault Clio 5-doors hatchback, Suzuki Alto 5-doors hatchback,
Toyota Yaris 5-doors hatchback, Volkswagen Golf 5-doors hatchback.
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Table 4: Comparison of the portfolio of car versions in 2001 and 2010. Median values represent
the portfolio position in 2001 and 2010. Mann-Whitney test with U is Mann-Whitney’s U
statistic, r is the effect size estimate and the stars indicate significance: *** p < .01, **
p < .025, * p < 0.05.
Weight in kg

Propulsion efficiency in CO2 / kg

2001

2010

U

r

2001

2010

U

r

Audi

1,450

1,550

01,205

-.25∗∗∗

.17

.12

1,205

-.78∗∗∗

BMW

1,515

1,600

37,479

-.13∗∗

.16

.12

1,657

-.75∗∗∗

.15

.12

0,044

-.74∗∗∗

.16

.13

0,050

-.78∗∗∗

.16

.14

3,002

-.64∗∗∗

.17

.13

0,232

-.65∗∗∗

Citroën

1,290

1,461

03,842

-.24

Fiat

1,175

1,155

01,225

-.14

Ford

1,274

1,337

15,390

-.21

Hyundai

1,199

1,211

02,936

-.12

Kia

1,261

1,217

01,660

-.02

Opel
Peugeot
Renault
Skoda
Suzuki
Toyota
Volkswagen

1,260
1,194
1,225
1,105
1,965
1,225
1,268

1,390
1,371
1,295
1,190
1,995
1,375
1,403

Volvo

1,295

1,468

All

1,280

1,402

41,626
14,391
19,191
11,728
01,846
06,394
53,301
18,007

∗∗∗

∗∗∗

.18

.13

0,043

-.69∗∗∗

-.25

∗∗∗

.16

.13

0,843

-.83∗∗∗

-.28

∗∗∗

.16

.12

0,259

-.84∗∗∗

-.22

∗∗∗

.15

.13

2,488

-.72∗∗∗

-.17

∗∗

.16

.13

1,419

-.58∗∗∗

-.19

∗

.18

.14

0,032

-.80∗∗∗

-.15

∗

.16

.12

0,165

-.81∗∗∗

-.30

∗∗∗

.16

.12

2,603

-.80∗∗∗

∗∗∗

.16

.14

4,042

-.48∗∗∗

.16

.13

-.29

improve their portfolio with respect to propulsion efficiency.
In addition to insights into how these positions of car manufacturers changed
over time, the relative changes in portfolio position are measured relative to
the other manufacturers. The relative change in the portfolio position ∆RpX
i
on characteristic X of manufacturer i compares the absolute median (M dn)
X
portfolio position change M dnX
i,t−1 − M dni,t of manufacturer i to the absolute

median portfolio change of the car versions of all 15 manufacturers together
X
M dnX
t−1 − M dnt :

X
X
X
X
∆RpX
i,t = (M dni,t−1 − M dni,t )/(M dnt−1 − M dnt )

(1)

The relative portfolio changes of the car manufacturers are discussed by using a cluster analysis. A cluster analysis illustrates which firms had similar
strategies. The relative change in weight and the relative change in propulsion efficiency are used as input variables for this cluster analysis. The relative
25

portfolio change on weight and propulsion efficiency are presented for each manufacturer in Figure 9. Both for the relative change in weight and the relative
change in propulsion efficiency, a positive position refers to a favourable change
from the perspective of a reduction in CO2 emissions compared to the median
of all manufacturers. On both variables manufacturers can perform above or
below the median of all 15 manufacturers together, which means that there are
four combinations of the two variables possible. Therefore we first ran a twostep cluster analysis in SPSS with four clusters to group the manufacturers into
the different strategies. Figure 9 shows the four clusters generated by SPSS.
Although the cluster quality is good (.6), we also analysed this test with other
numbers of clusters. We found that a cluster analysis with five groups not only
has a higher cluster quality (.7), also it separates Volvo from Ford and Renault,
which have a more favourable relative change in weight. The dashed eclipses
in Figure 9 show the two smaller clusters. Below we discuss the five clusters
represented in Figure 9:

Cluster 1. The first cluster represents Volvo in the bottom left corner of
Figure 9. Volvo changed its portfolio position from 2001 to 2010 such that they
became relatively less efficient and heavier than the other manufacturers. Volvo
is alone in the cluster because it acted differently from all other manufacturers.
In terms of innovation to reduce CO2 emission, this is the least effective strategy.

Cluster 2. The second cluster in the bottom right corner of Figure 9 consists of Ford and Renault. Similar to Volvo the improvement of the propulsion
efficiency (CO2 / kg) by Ford and Renault lags far behind that of the other
manufacturers. With respect to the relative weight change, through the introduction of lighter models, they do relatively well, which means in this case that
they increased less in weight than most other manufacturers. Although Ford
and Renault perform relatively well on weight change, this is not enough to
offset their weak improvement in propulsion efficiency, such that the relative
CO2 emission reduction is above the median.
26

Cluster 3. The third cluster, with Citroën, Peugeot, Opel, BMW and
Skoda, is in the centre of Figure 9. Particularly in terms of propulsion efficiency, these manufacturers have about a median rate of change: they have no
clear performance above or below the median. Their performance on relative
weight change is more diverse, but close to the median as well. This cluster is
labelled the ‘median cluster’.

Cluster 4. The fourth cluster representing Toyota, Volkswagen and Audi is
at the top of Figure 9. These manufacturers are ahead of the others mainly in
terms of propulsion efficiency improvement. Kia alone could have been placed in
the same cluster if propulsion efficiency had been the only variable. The weight
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Figure 9: Relative change in propulsion efficiency and weight of the 15 selected manufacturers.
A positive position refers to a favourable change from the perspective of a reduction in CO2
emissions. The eclipses show the clusters as a result of a two-step cluster analysis in SPSS
(dashed lines with 5 clusters).
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change of Toyota, Volkswagen and Audi is just below or above the median.

Cluster 5. The fifth cluster at the right side of Figure 9 represents Fiat,
Hyundai, Suzuki and Kia. This cluster performs relatively well on weight change
as well as propulsion efficiency. However, it is mainly Kia that has an outstanding position. Suzuki, Hyundai and Fiat mainly perform well on weight change,
through their focus on introduction of lighter models. But in terms of propulsion efficiency these manufacturers have a mixed performance.

Although 12 out of the 15 car manufacturers increased rather than reduced
the weight of their portfolio, it still appears to be a valuable indicator to cluster
the manufacturers by relative change in weight. An increase in absolute weight
cannot contribute to an absolute reduction in CO2 emissions. However, the relative change in weight might correlate to the relative change in CO2 emissions.
Table 5 below shows the impact of the two search strategies, i.e. relative change
in weight and relative change in propulsion efficiency, on the relative change
in CO2 emissions by manufacturers. The relative change in weight is included
as a quadratic independent variable since we found that there are diminishing
returns of a weight reduction to a CO2 reduction. This is shown by a scatterplot
of all versions presented in appendix Appendix A. The table shows that both
the relative change in propulsion efficiency and the relative change in weight
(squared) have a significant effect on the relative change in CO2 emissions. The
relative improvement of propulsion efficiency contributes most to a relative CO2
reduction.

In summary, the search strategies of manufacturers to reduce their CO2
emissions seems rather similar in absolute terms. However, a cluster analysis
of the relative portfolio changes illustrates that there are differences in their
strategies. In the next section we will present a rough evaluation of whether the
search strategies and relative CO2 reduction contributed to the car sales.
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Table 5: Dependent variable: relative change in CO2 emissions
Un-standardized
Model

Standardized

B

Std.error

-5.660

6.970

propulsion efficiency

-1.320

0.236

weight2

-0.002

0.001

Constant

β

t

Sig.

-.812

.433

.765∗∗∗

5.583

.000

.316∗ ∗∗

2.303

.040

Relative change in

R2

-0.785

Adj.R2

-0.749

5.4. Evaluation of search strategies
Figure 9 shows the relative change in weight and the relative change in
propulsion efficiency of the 15 car manufacturers. The next step is to evaluate
how the relative performance of the manufacturers on change in CO2 emissions
affects their relative change in sales. We use the aggregate sales numbers of each
manufacturer as an indicator for the performance of its positioning strategy in
the following way: The relative change in sales ∆Si,t of manufacturer i at time
t is calculated as the absolute change in sales Qi,t−1 − Qi,t relative to the mean
Q
change in sales of the 15 manufacturers µQ
t−1 − µt :

Q
∆Si,t = (Qi,t−1 − Qi,t )/(µQ
t−1 − µt )

(2)

Figure 10 shows the relative performance change of the car manufacturers
on CO2 emission and sales. A positive position refers to a favourable change in
terms of CO2 emissions and sales compared to the median of all manufacturers.
The figure shows that the manufacturers from cluster 1 and 2 (Volvo, Renault
and Ford) performed relatively poorly both in terms of sales and in terms of
CO2 reduction. In contrast, most manufacturers in cluster 4 and 5 performed
relatively well in terms of sales and in terms of CO2 reduction. This holds for
Audi, Fiat, Kia, Hyundai and Toyota. Volkswagen’s (cluster 4) relative sales
improvement is below the median, but they perform well on the relative change
in CO2 emissions. Suzuki’s (cluster 5) relative change in sales is above the
median, but they perform just below the median on change in CO2 emissions.
The manufacturers in the ‘median cluster (3) are also close to the median with
29

respect to relative change in sales and relative change in CO2 emissions. Of
this cluster only Opel is an outlier. Opels sales dropped dramatically, while
its relative change in CO2 emission is at the median. While we present mainly
aggregated outcomes of manufacturers, there are specific explanations for each
manufacturer’s performance. Box 1 provides some insights by zooming in on
the portfolio performance of some car manufacturers.
Table 5 shows that both innovation strategies impact significantly on relative
CO2 reduction. The trend line in Figure 10 shows there is also a positive
relationship between the relative change in CO2 emissions and relative change
in sales.12 Car manufacturers that were the least innovative experienced a
relative decrease in sales in the Netherlands from 2001 to 2010, while the most
innovative manufacturers saw an increase in sales from 2001 to 2010.
12 Correlation

.479 (.071)
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Figure 10: Relative change in CO2 emissions and sales of the 15 selected manufacturers. A
positive position refers to a favourable change in terms of CO2 emissions and sales.
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6. Conclusions
In this paper we explored how firms’ product portfolios change with the
introduction of a new service characteristic. Specifically, we studied the introduction of energy labels for cars in the Netherlands. Portfolio changes of the top
15 manufacturers in the Netherlands are analysed. The Dutch case showed that
car manufacturers reduced their CO2 emissions substantially since the introduction of energy labels. The range in which car manufacturers offered versions
increased and the cloud representing the product portfolio of versions of all
car manufacturers increased in size. In addition to an increase in the number
of versions, we also observed an increase in the average distance between versions when considering the price and CO2 emissions of cars. The manufacturers
with large portfolios are mainly responsible for this increase in average distance.
These large portfolio firms became more generalized and adopted a twin-track
strategy by offering cars to both consumers who prefer cars with low energy
consumption and consumers who do not prefer such cars, while most manufacturers with small portfolios became more specialized and adopted a one-track
strategy with reduction of energy consumption as their guiding principle.
Although all manufacturers moved in a similar direction by reducing their
CO2 emissions, the Dutch car market did not follow the pattern predicted by
Hotelling’s theory that firms tend to agglomerate. We found that the Dutch
car market became less dense, i.e. more differentiated. Neither did the Dutch
car market follow the pattern predicted by the theory of Anderson et al. who
claim that firms agglomerate on pre-existing dimensions while they become more
dispersed on a new and additional dimension when consumers put more weight
on this new dimension. The product range increased both in terms of price,
the pre-existing dimension, and CO2 emissions, the new dimension. The Dutch
car market did follow a pattern predicted by Saviotti and Pyka, however, who
argue that firms position themselves in unoccupied regions of the characteristics
space as they attempt to escape the competition, resulting in a more dispersed
product cloud. In the car market a more dispersed product cloud is supported
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by technological innovations that have led to a decrease in costs of offering
additional versions (Autocar, 2007, November 27).
Finally, we show that innovation to reduce CO2 emissions is rewarding in
a country with tight environmental regulation such as the Netherlands. The
paper shows that the frontrunners in CO2 emission reduction experienced the
highest relative increase in sales. In particular the manufacturers that followed
an innovation strategy of propulsion efficiency improvements and relatively stable weight increased their sales numbers compared to other car manufacturers.
Manufacturers lagging behind with CO2 emission reduction performed weak in
terms of sales.
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Box 1. Zooming in on car manufacturers’ performance

Kia: Kia was a relative newcomer with minor activities on the Dutch car market. In 2001 its offer was limited to a small range of quite polluting car versions.
However, the number of ‘family’ car versions offered on the Dutch market almost
quadrupled between 2001 and 2010. Towards 2010 Kia expanded the price range
by adding mainly cheaper and also lighter cars to its portfolio that produce less
CO2 emissions. In addition, Kia substantially reduced its CO2 emissions over the
whole range of versions. Kia’s activities in more diverse segments appear to be
successful as its sales quintupled between 2001 and 2010.

Peugeot and Citroën (PSA): Similar portfolio changes are observed for Peugeot
and Citroën, which is not completely surprising as together they constitute PSA
automotive group. Peugeot and Citroën are among the firms that increased the
weight of their portfolio the most, with a median and below median change in CO2
emissions. Most remarkable is the shared introduction of the cheap, light and low
CO2 emitting Citroën C1 and Peugeot 107. These car models account for almost
half of their sales in 2010.∗

Toyota: The data shows that Toyota’s strategy was to specialize in relatively low
emission vehicles and to discontinue most of its exclusive and polluting versions.
This decreased range of versions, which includes the Toyota Prius, made them the
second largest car manufacturer for the Netherlands in 2010. The hybridization
of Toyota is an example of a technological innovation strategy to reduce CO2
emissions. Since hybrids are quite heavy this explains Toyota’s poor performance
in relative weight change.

Audi: Audi is another firm that reduced the CO2 emissions of its portfolio through
technological innovations. Audi showed an outstanding performance in the improvement of propulsion efficiency of its internal combustion engine. Audi doubled
its portfolio of versions over the whole range and is among the best performing
European car manufacturers in terms of relative sales.

∗

11,766 sales of the Citroën C1 in 2010 (source RDW), 24,908 total sales of Citroën

in 2010. 18,247 sales of the Peugeot 107 in 2010 (source RDW), 39,659 total sales of
Peugeot in 2010.
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Appendix A.
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Figure A.11: A scatterplot of all car versions offered by the 15 selected car manufacturers
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